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Drawing easy anime eyes

One of the things I loved drawing most when I was young was anime people, especially eyes.To me, drawing anime eyes is so fun, unique, and simple. It’s a great way to create without the burden of having to make something look “real” enough.That is why I decided to create this blog post: A step-by-step tutorial on how to draw anime eyes. For the
ease of creating this tutorial, I decided to digitally draw the steps but the technique I use to draw them digitally or traditionally does not differ.As you draw these eyes, I recommend using light, short strokes to achieve the overall line and shape you want. This is also a good way to naturally give depth and dimension to any drawing you create.All in all,
drawing is a great way to quiet the mind and get into the flow of creating something – So I hope this inspires you to draw much more often! Enjoy trying out these anime eye drawings and have lots of fun in the process!This site is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a
means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon.comStep 1: Draw the Upper LidDraw the upper lid of your anime eye by drawing a curve like a hill.Step 2: Draw the Lower LidDraw an upside-down curve for the lower lid of your anime eyes.Step 3: Draw the Iris ShapeDraw a oval shape for the iris of your anime eye
drawing.Step 4: Draw the Light Source ReflectionsDraw little spots in the corner of your anime eye drawing. This is where the light hits the eyes so we won’t color this part in.Step 5: Draw the PupilDraw a dark spot in the center of your anime eye. This is the pupil of your anime eye drawing.Step 6: Shade in the IrisColor in the iris of your anime eye
drawing with your pencil or pen. I like to keep the bottom portion of the eye less shaded.You can play around with the stylization of your eyes and explore different art styles.Step 7: Draw EyelashesThicken the top lid and draw eyelashes if you are drawing, especially if you are drawing an anime girl.Further down this blog post, I will be showing
different anime eye style to draw, including male anime eyes.Step 8: Draw Eyelid Crease and EyebrowsDraw an other additional features to your anime eyes, including an eyelid crease or eyebrows.With this, you are all done with your anime eye drawing!More Easy Anime Eye Drawings to TryHere are some more anime eye drawings to try out of
different genders and styles.You can interchange the male and female eye drawings as you please by making slight adjustments.It all just depends on the character you’re drawing.Enjoy!Here is a collective image of the final anime eye drawings, along with other ones to try out. All of these images were drawn on my 2-in-1 laptop, but you can create
digital drawings on even $30 drawing tablets these days.I first started digital drawing on a Wacom tablet (Similar to this one). If you are an avid drawer, I highly recommend trying out digital drawing: It’s a great skill to start mastering if you are interested in pursuing art in the future, or just as a fun hobby or side-hustle!As for programs, I have used
Paint Tool Sai in the past and it’s free, so it’s great for beginners. Now, I use Photoshop to create these digital drawings.Related Blog Posts:How to Draw Facial Expressions35 Cool Easy Whimsical Drawing Ideas30 Cool & Easy Things to DrawHow to Draw a Realistic Eye32 Cool Things to Draw When You’re BoredThank you for stopping by my blog
post!I hope you enjoyed these drawings and now know some tips to start drawing your own anime eye drawings.Much of the character comes from the details in their eyes, so have fun and get as creative as you want with the eyes!I hope you have a wonderful day or night wherever you may be! Until next time! Posted by Eliana Ribeiro I started
painting when I was working on my masters in Education. I love to incorporate art into whatever I'm teaching as a way to relax the mind and expand creative thinking. Time to Read: 5 min Ever since discovering anime, I have been fascinated by this Japanese art genre. Their characters are adorable no matter if they’re good guys or not. One of the
main characteristics is the unusually large eyes they have. I spent a while perfecting my technique for drawing them and I’d like to share it here. With just a few simple steps, you can capture the charm of the anime eyes and start creating your own unique characters. For this mini-tutorial, I’ve used Arteza colored pencils and a white gel pen. Colored
pencils offer handling and vibrancy to cause your eyes to really stand out. The white gel pen is the ideal tool for adding bright highlights that bring the eyes to life! Outline the outside of the eyes, the eyelid, and the iris in perspective. That means the eye closer to you should be larger than the eye that’s farther away, such as when your face is turned
slightly. Either start drawing with a pencil then outline it using Black A012, or only use Black A012. Use the purple shade, A020, to fill in the iris, making the upper part a little bit darker. Use Dark Purple A088 to reinforce the pupil and to create a gradient on the iris. It will be brighter at the top turning dimmer on the bottom. When I make a
gradient, I put more pressure on the pencil as I go from light to dark, with the most pressure where I want it the darkest. Put more pressure closer to the iris’ outer contour. Using black, I shade with less pressure the area where there will be a shadow across the iris, which is underneath the eyelids. I press the hardest when coloring in the pupil.
Next, I use an eraser to add some highlights at the bottom of the iris. With Gray A047, color in the eyeball’s upper section to make a shadow over the white of the eye. This creates volume and makes the eye appear rounder. Use Pink A083 at the very bottom of the iris to make it look more alive. Add the highlights with the white gel pen. That’s it!
Pretty easy, right? You can use this as a sample to practice on as you begin your journey creating your own amazing characters. What’s your favorite anime character? Do you prefer the happy-go-lucky types or the defiant, anti-heroes? How do you draw their eyes to convey the emotions that give them a unique personality? Recommendations It’s
helpful to watch some anime to get the feel for how these characters move and all the expressions they make with their eyes. You can use images from the internet to use for drawing references for the angle and position of the eyes in the head. Experiment with lots of different colors. You can get sets in so many colors, so have fun and don’t be afraid
to use unusual ones to make eyes you’ve never seen before. When adding highlights, use more than just a few white dots. By putting in some curved lines, you give the eyes more volume and luminosity. I think focusing on the eyes is the best way to start building the personality of my characters. Once I have the eyes in place, I can adjust the head
and body to complement them. Sometimes, the eyes’ color or shape helps me determine whether they’re going to be a good guy or a bad one. The most important thing is to let your imagination run wild and create a population that’s unique to your world. 1 Draw the upper and lower lash lines. First, draw a downward curving line for the upper lash
line. Add a curved tail at one end (draw it on the end that's going to be the outer corner of the eye), going down and back toward the other end of the line, so the upper lash line is C-shaped. Make the line about 1/3rd the length of the first curved line you drew. Then, make the upper lash line thick and bold with your pencil. For the lower lash line,
draw a short, upward curving line centered under the first lash line you drew.[1] Female anime eyes are usually bigger and rounder than male anime eyes. Make the eyes about 1/6th the height of the head and 1/4th the width of the head, if you’re drawing one. That way, they’ll look big and exaggerated. 2 Sketch an oval between the lash lines. Make
the top and bottom of the oval overlap with the lash lines so the top and bottom are hidden. Make the width at the widest part of the oval the same as the length of the lower lash line. This will be the iris of the eye.[2] 3 Draw a small circle near the top of the oval. Place the circle off to one side. Later on, you’ll leave this circle white, and it will look like
light reflecting off of the eye.[3] Make the circle about 1/10th the size of the oval. It doesn't matter which side you place the circle on, but it should be on the same side on both eyes if you're drawing 2. 4 Add a smaller circle near the bottom of the oval on the opposite side. If you drew the first circle near the top-left side of the oval, draw the smaller
circle near the bottom-right side, and vice versa. Make this circle about half the size of the first one you drew.[4] When you’re done with your drawing, this circle will look like light reflecting off of the eye too. 5 Make a smaller oval inside the first one and fill it in for the pupil. Draw the oval about 1/4th the size of the iris, and center it inside of the
first oval you drew. Then, use your pencil to fill it in all the way.[5] Variation: You can draw a bigger pupil if you want the eye to look bigger and wider. Just make the oval about 1/2 the size of the iris (instead of 1/4th) and overlap it with both of the small circles you drew before. The circles should be in front of the oval. 6 Add the eyelashes. To draw
the eyelashes, start at the outer corner of the eye, and draw a few upward-curving lines coming off of the upper lash line. The eyelashes should span about 1/4th of the upper lash line. Make each line about 1/15th the length of the upper lash line itself. Then, thicken the lines with your pencil so they’re bold like the rest of the upper lash line.[6] Adding
thick, distinct eyelashes will make the eye look more feminine. Add a few eyelashes to the lower lash line if you’d like. If you do, they should curve down, not up. 7 Shade in your drawing. To shade in the eye, first draw a horizontal downward curving line from the left side of the iris to the right side. Make sure the line doesn’t overlap with either of the
white circles. Then, shade in the white space above the line so it’s filled in but still lighter than the pupil. Shade in below the line so it’s lighter than the shading above the line.[7] Experiment using colored pencil if you’d like! Find a dark and light shade of the same color, then shade above the line with the darker shade and below the line with the
lighter shade. Remember not to shade in the white circles. Advertisement 1 Sketch the upper and lower lash lines. First, draw a horizontal line with a slight curve. Then, draw a line with a slight upward curve coming down off one end of the first line (the end that will be the outer corner of the eye) at a 45-degree angle. Make this line about 1/3 the
length of the first line you drew. At this point, the upper lash line will have a C-shape, and you’ll be able to see the outer corner of the eye. To draw the lower lash line, draw a short, horizontal line with a slight curve centered under the upper lash line.[8] Male anime eyes are usually smaller and narrower than female anime eyes. The curves on the
upper and lower lash lines should be slight so the eye doesn’t look too round. Draw the eyes about 1/8th the height of the head and 1/4th the width of the head, if you’re drawing one. 2 Draw an oval between the lash lines. Center the oval and make the top and bottom overlap with the lash lines so only part of the oval is visible. Make the width of the
widest part of the oval about the same as the length of the lower lash line.[9] 3 Add a small circle near the top of the oval. Draw the circle on the left or right side of the oval, near the top. It doesn’t matter which side, but place the circle on the same side in the second eye if you're drawing one. Make the circle about 1/10th the size of the iris.[10]
You’ll leave this circle white later on so it looks like light is reflecting off of the eye. 4 Make a smaller circle near the bottom of the oval on the opposite side. For example, if you drew the first circle on the top-right side of the oval, draw the smaller circle on the bottom-left side. Draw the circle so it’s about 1/2 the size of the first circle. This circle will
also look like reflected light when you shade in your drawing.[11] 5 Draw a smaller oval inside the first one and fill it in to make the pupil. Center the oval inside the first one you drew, and make it about 1/4th the size. Shade it in with your pencil so it’s dark and completely filled in.[12] If the oval overlaps with the small circles you drew, make sure
the circles are in front of the oval. Whether or not the oval overlaps will depend on how big you made the circles. 6 Shade in the eye to finish your drawing. To shade in the eye, start by drawing a horizontal line from the left side of the oval to the right side. Then, shade everything above the line in so it’s the same color as the pupil. Shade everything
below the line in a few shades lighter.[13] Leave the small circles you drew white. Tip: Don’t worry about adding eyelashes to male anime eyes. Eyelashes can make an eye look more feminine. Advertisement Add New Question Question How do I draw eyes on a small drawing without much space? It would probably be the best to use a sharp pencil
and sketch lightly. Question Can I also make the character blush shyly? You can. Make the pupils look away from the thing that the character is getting shy about. You should most likely also add blush. Question Should I add stars in the eyes for a dreamy person? Yes, adding stars will convey a dreamy appearance. Question How do I make sure the
two eyes are identical? You could trace your first eye, flip the paper over, and use that to sketch out the second eye. Or you could just learn to accept and embrace the little imperfections in your drawings -- after all, very few people have perfectly symmetrical faces/eyes. Question How do I give my character a surprised look? Give it raised eyebrows
and make the mouth large and open. Question Is it easy if I have never done it? It's not necessarily hard, but it takes practice. Don't expect to make great eyes right away. You can make easy kawaii eyes by making a circle, with one big circle and two small circles inside of it. Question Does this also apply to male figures? To a certain extent, yes. Male
characters often have smaller, sharper eyes. Their eyelashes will be less defined as well. Question How do I make my character look tired? You should make a half-closed eye and tilted eyebrows. It will make it look tired. Question Can I use any color for the eyes? Yes, the eyes can be any color you'd like. It's completely up to you. Question How can I
make my characters look dumb? Make their eyes crossed or tilt their head and add a question mark. Show more answers Ask a Question Advertisement This article was co-authored by wikiHow staff writer, Kyle Hall. Kyle Hall works on the content team at wikiHow. He helps manage our team of editors and creates content for a variety of wikiHow
projects. Kyle continually looks for new ways to improve the content at wikiHow and make it more helpful and enjoyable for readers. He graduated from Eckerd College in 2015, where he majored in Political Science. This article has been viewed 640,045 times. Co-authors: 71 Updated: March 30, 2022 Views: 640,045 Categories: Drawing Anime
Characters Article SummaryXTo draw simple anime eyes for a female character, start by drawing a small, downward curved line for the upper lash line. Next, add a curved tail at the outer corner of the eye, bring the line down slightly, and back toward the other end of the line so the upper lash line is C-shaped. For the lower lash line, draw a short,
upward curving line centered under the first lash line. Then, sketch an oval between the lash lines so the top and bottom of the oval are hidden. Draw a small circle near the top of the oval, off to one side, and add a smaller circle near the bottom of the oval on the opposite side. To create the pupil, draw a much smaller oval at the center of the first
oval and fill it in. Finally, add upward curving eyelashes to the upper lash line. For more tips, including how to add shading, read on! Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 640,045 times. "It helped me write my story." Share your story
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